In this paper, an effective meta-heuristic technique called Quasi-Oppositional Symbiotic Organisms Search is applied for solving non-convex economic dispatch problems.
Introduction:
In recent years, minimization of fuel cost while producing electrical power, is a big challenge for the power engineers. The objective of economic dispatch is to reduce the price of power generation whilst satisfying various constraints.
Classical optimization techniques have been developed to find the solution of ELD problems. However, they suffer from various limitations. In Linear programming [1] method, generator fuel cost characteristics are approximated as piecewise linear. This is one of the major disadvantages of this method even though it is fast and reliable. Dynamic programming [2] technique has been introduced by R. Bellman and Wood and Wollenberg [3] have applied 2 this technique for solving the ELD problems. But with the increase of system size, its execution time also increases. These classical methods are mainly calculus based and make use of derivatives. In some cases, these techniques converge to local optimal point. As practical ELD considers ramp rate limit, prohibited operating zone multiple fuel option etc.
So, the resultant ELD becomes a non-convex optimization problem, which is very difficult to solve by classical methods. Therefore, in recent years, numerous meta-heuristic and heuristic processes have been applied to solve various economic dispatch problems.
Simulated Annealing (SA) [4] has been developed in the year of 1983. The inspiration of this algorithm comes from annealing in metallurgy, a technique that involve heating and controlled cooling of a material in order to increase the crystals size and reduce their defects.
Panigrahi et al. [5] have applied this technique to dynamic economic load dispatch problem for determining the nearly global optimal solution. However, it is not easy to set suitable value of control parameter and the convergence speed of this technique is also very low.
In 1993, Walters et al. [6] have proposed Genetic algorithm (GA) for solving ELD problems. It is found that the potential of GA for global optimization is very high. But the performance of this method is not good at identifying local optima and this algorithm is not effective for smooth unimodal function. Therefore, in order to improve the performance of GA, Improved genetic algorithm with multiplier updating (IGA_MU) has been developed by C.L. Chiang [7] in the year of 2005 for solving power economic dispatch.
Kennedy and Eberhart [8] have proposed Particle swarm optimization technique (PSO), motivated by flocking of birds and fish schooling. Zwe-Lee Gaing [9] has applied this technique to different constrained ELD problems. But this method does not always give the guarantee to get global best solution. There is a chance to stuck in a local optimal point. Therefore, various modifications and hybridization of PSO such as New PSO with local random search (NPSO_LRS) [10] , Adaptive PSO [11] , Improved coordinated aggregationbased PSO [12] , Improved PSO [13] , Species-based quantum particle swarm [14] have been made to improve the efficiency of this algorithm.
Storn and Price [15] have proposed Differential evolution (DE) based on population-based stochastic search technique. This technique gives nearly global optimal solution by iterated refining of the population through reproduction and selection. Iba et al. [16] have proposed this differential evolution technique in order to solve ELD problems. But it is found that the performance of this technique is not satisfactory in terms of convergence speed for large system. Therefore, various modified and hybridized version of DE like DE with generator of 3 chaos sequences and sequential quadratic programming [17] , DE-PSO-DE [18] , Improved differential evolution (IDE) [19] have been introduced to get better quality solution.
Evolutionary programming [20] is a soft computing method. This methodology is capable of finding near-optimal solution. But the major demerit of this method is that the execution period of this technique is too long and the application of this technique is restricted in practical areas. Therefore, for improving the computational efficiency of this technique, an improved fast evolutionary programming has been proposed by Sinha et al. [21] for economic dispatch problems.
In 2008, Bacterial foraging with Nelder-Mead algorithm [22] has been developed in order to solve the economic dispatch problems. Biogeography-based optimization (BBO) has been proposed by Simon [23] . Bhattacharya et al. [24] have applied this technique to various nonconvex ELD problems. Bhattacharya et al. in 2010 have proposed a hybrid method which combines DE with BBO (DE/BBO) [25] to solve both non-convex and convex ELD problems.
Lam et al. [26] have developed Chemical reaction optimization (CRO) method. This technique has been applied to continuous benchmark function and it has been found that the performance of this technique is satisfactory. Bhattacharjee et al. [27] have used this methodology to the constrained ELD problem for finding nearly global optimal results.
Oppositional real coded chemical reaction optimization (ORCCRO) has been introduced by Bhattacharjee et al. [28] to solve the non-convex optimization problem.
In 2011, Rao et al. [29] have developed Teaching learning based optimization (TLBO) method. TLBO is based on two phases of education and they are 'Teacher phase' and 'Learner phase'. It is observed that the performance of TLBO method is satisfactory when tested on various benchmark functions. In 2013, TLBO method has been applied by Bhattacherjee et al. [30] to solve ELD problems. Banerjee et al. [31] have proposed Teaching learning based optimization (TLBO) to find the solution of ELD. Chaotic teaching-learning based optimization with Levy flight (CTLBO) has been proposed by He et al. [32] in order to solve ELD problems.
Mirjalili et al. [33] have discovered Grey wolf optimizer (GWO) algorithm in order to solve various mathematical problems. Kamboj et al. [34] have used this technique in order to solve the problems of constrained ELD. Self adaptive differential harmony search algorithm (SADHS) and Chaotic self adaptive differential harmony search algorithm (CSADHS) 4 technique have been proposed by Rajagopalan et al. [35] in the year of 2014. An efficient Krill herd method has been proposed by Mandal et al. [36] for solving both non-convex and convex ELD problems. In 2015, Barisal et al. [37] have proposed Oppositional invasive-weed (OIWO) method to solve large-scale ELD problems. Seyedali Mirjalili has proposed Ant Lion optimization [38] and this technique has been implemented by Kamboj et al. [39] for solving various problems of ELD. In 2015, Subathra et al. [40] have developed a hybrid cross-Entropy method and Quadratic programming for solving ELD problems. M. Azmi et al. Oppositional Based Learning (OBL) [47] has been proposed by Tizhoosh in order to improve back propagation in neural networks. In order to approach the solution, OBL exploits the opposite numbers. By contrasting a number compared to the opposite number, a compact search space is required to obtain the correct solution. It has been demonstrated that a quasi-opposite number [48] is likely to be nearer to the solution as compared to a random number. It has additionally been demonstrated that a quasi-opposite number is typically nearer to the solution compared to an opposite number.
As the quasi-opposite number is used here instead of pseudo-random number, therefore, the solution obtained by initialization process is nearer to the optimal solution, hence the number of iteration required to reach optimal solution is less as compared to other initialization process. It is observed that the computational efficiency of this technique is better and that is why the present authors have adopted this methodology in SOS (QOSOS) for accelerating the speed of convergence of SOS to a greater extent. It is seen that QOSOS is performed better as compared to SOS and other well-known optimization techniques. In this paper, the Quasi
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Oppositional Symbiotic Organisms Search (QOSOS) algorithm is used for solving various ELD problems and results obtained by QOSOS method are compared to other optimization techniques. The details of this proposed technique have been discussed in section 4.
The main contribution of this paper is to implement oppositional-based learning method in SOS algorithm in order to accelerate the convergence rate of SOS algorithm. It has already been discussed above that if quasi-random number is used instead of pseudo-random number then the convergence rate gets improved because the solution obtained by initialization process is nearer to the best solution. In the year of 2009, Simon et al. [48] have proved that Quasi-opposite number is always nearer to the best solution than random number and opposite number. It is also observed that for original estimated solution, quasi-reflected set (expected probability is 11/16) has a higher tendency to reach optimal point as compared to quasi-opposite set (expected probability is 9/16). SOS algorithm itself is a strong optimization technique. This algorithm is validated and tested in various benchmark functions and it is found that this algorithm gives better performance than the other well-known metaheuristic based methods. Therefore, present authors have adopted OBL in SOS techniques in order to improve the convergence rate of SOS and obtain better quality solution.
Problem formulation:

Objective function:
The objective of economic dispatch is to minimize the total cost of power generation while satisfying various constraints. The fitness function of economic dispatch case can be written 
Constraints of ELD:
Constraint of Real power or demand:
The overall generation must be equal to transmission loss and system demands. This can be represented as
where, L W , D W represent the total transmission loss and total system demand respectively.
The loss due to power transmission W L can be calculated as
Operating limits constraint of generator:
The generated power by individual generator must vary within their maximum and
where, 
Ramp rate limit:
In practical circumstances, the operating range of all online units may be confined by the ramp rate limit [28] 
where, 0 i W is the power generation of i th unit at earlier hour.
Prohibited zone constraint:
The units of generator might have some zone where operation is limited because of fault in the machines, steam valve operation, boilers, vibration in shafts etc. [28] . Thus, a discontinuous cost curve is produced corresponding to prohibited operating zone. Prohibited operating zone may be formulated as 
With transmission loss:
Using Equation 6 and Equation 14 the modified equation may be written as
W N is the same as mentioned in [25] .
Symbiotic Organisms Search:
Symbiotic Organisms Search is developed based on the relationship between two separate organisms. The word symbiosis represents the relationship between two specific species. 
Mutualism phase:
The relationship between flowers and bees is an example of mutualism. Honeybees accumulate nectar flying from flower to flower and transform it into honey. In this process, honeybees circulate pollen, which inspirits fertilization. Thus, both the honeybee and the flowers get benefitted.
In SOS, Z i stands for an organism related to the i th individual from the eco-system. From the eco-system, another organism Z j is then chosen randomly to interact with Z i . These two organisms are then made involved in a mutualistic association such that both Z i and Z j get benefitted. The new candidate solution Z inew and Z jnew are computed in light of the mutual beneficial interaction between Z i and Z j . This is presented in Equation 16 and Equation 17 .
where, bf 1 and bf 2 are benefit factors. Z inew and Z jnew are the new candidate solution obtained after modifying the value of Z i and Z j respectively in mutualism phase. Z best represents the best organism obtained so far among all sets in the population matrix (Ecosystem) obtained based on the fitness value. Sometimes, in some mutualism connection, one organism may get benefitted to large extent while the other may have just satisfactory benefit. Thus, organism Z i may get more significant advantage compared to Z j , when interaction happens between the two. Here, benefit elements (bf 1 and bf 2 ) are resolved arbitrarily as either 1or 2.
Commensalism phase:
An example of commensalism relationship is the relation between sharks and remora fish.
The remora eats sustenance remains by attaching itself to the shark and thus gets benefitted.
But this does not affect the shark. So, the shark gets negligible, if any, benefit from the relations.
Like mutualism stage, an organism, Z j , is chosen arbitrarily from the eco-system to associate with Z i . Here, organism Z i gets advantage from the association while organism Z j neither gets benefitted nor hurt from the relation. Candidate solution Z i is obtained by a commensal advantageous interaction between organism Z i and Z j , which is given in Equation
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. Organism Z i is updated if new fitness function value is superior to the pre-interaction fitness function value.
( 1,1)*(Z )
Parasitism phase:
Parasitism is a relationship between two organisms in which one gets benefit at the cost of harming the other. In Parasitism, the parasite gets benefit while the host gets harmful affect by the relationship. The tapeworms are divided flatworms, which are found in the inner parts of the entrails of creatures like bovines, pigs, and people may be taken as example of parasitism. Here, the flatworms are the parasites, which eat the host's partly digested sustenance and thus get benefitted whereas the host is affected by being deprived of the supplements. In SOS algorithm, organism Z i acts as the tapeworm by creating an artificial parasite known as ''Parasite Vector''. In the search space, Parasite Vector can be obtained by copying organism Z i , and then modifying the randomly chosen dimensions utilizing a random number. From the eco-system organic entity, Z j is chosen arbitrarily and serves as a parasite host. If the fitness function value of the Parasite Vector is superior, organism Z j will be murdered by it furthermore. Thus, the Parasite Vector will acquire the place in the ecosystem. If Z j is superior, then Z j will resist the parasite and hence the parasite will never again be able to sustain in that eco-system. 
Oppositional based learning:
where, qr y is the quasi-reflected point.
The above-mentioned definitions can without much of a stretch be reached out to larger dimensions.
Implementation of OBL in SOS algorithm:
Oppositional-based learning technique is implemented in SOS algorithm in order to accelerate the convergence speed of SOS.
Algorithm for Quasi reflection based initialization:
The steps are given below:
1. Randomly generate initial population U in between maximum and minimum limits of decision variables and in between [0 1] generate a reflection weight μ.
2. Generate quasi-reflected sets (QRS) for each initially generated population set U, using following procedure 
Application of Oppositional Symbiotic Organism Search algorithm in ELD:
The flow chart of QOSOS algorithm is described in Figure1 which shows the application of QOSOS algorithm in ELD problems. The steps of the QOSOS method applied to economic load dispatch problems are given below:
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Step 1: Initialize the number of generators, ecosize (n), maximum fitness evaluation (max_FE), initial population counter (num_iter=0), initial number of fitness evaluation (num_fit_eval=0) and maximum number of iteration (max_iter) etc.
Step 2: Generate output of (N-1) number of thermal generators randomly based on ecosize and dimension of the problem. These are called decision variables. Step 4: Calculate the objective function.
Step 5: Generate quasi-reflected set of the population matrix using Equation 20-Equation
22.
Step 6: Check the limit of all constraints using Equation 5-Equation 12 . If the constraints are satisfied then go to step 7, otherwise go to step 5.
Step7: Calculate the fitness function (fitness1) using the quasi-reflected set.
Step 8: Based on the fitness value sort out the best set of the initial population matrix (iv) Calculate the fitness values (f(Z inew ) for Z inew and f(Z jnew ) for Z jnew ) and check whether the modified sets are fitter than the previous set or not. If the modified set is fitter than the previous set, then accept it. Otherwise, reject this set and keep the previous set. The steps are given below: with the help of random number in between upper and lower bound.
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(ii) Check the constraints of Parasite_Vector. If any organism violates either upper or lower limit, then set it to the respective limit and calculate the real power generation for slack generator. If output of slack generator does not satisfy generator operating limit constraint then go back to step (i), otherwise go to step (iii).
(iii) Calculate the fitness function.( fitnessParasite) (iv) If the modified set is fitter than the previous set then accept the modified set. Otherwise, reject the modified set and keep the previous one. The steps are given below:
1. if fitnessParasite < fitness1 2. fitness1=fitnessParasite
3. Ecosystem=Parasite_Vector
end
Step 10: Save the modified set.
Step 11: Generate random numbers.
Step 12: Check whether the jumping rate is greater than the random number or not. If it is greater than the random number then go to step 13, otherwise go to step17.
Step 13: Using the modified set generate quasi-reflected set.
Step 14: Check the limit of all constraints. If all constraints are satisfied then go to step 15, otherwise go to step 13.
Step15: Calculate the fitness function using the quasi-reflected set.
Step 16: Sort out best set between the modified set and quasi-reflected set.
Step 17: If quasi-reflected set is fitter than the modified set than accept this set.
Otherwise, reject the quasi-reflected set and keep the modified one.
Step 18: Determine the best fitness and best organism.
Step 19: Go to step 9 and repeat until predefined max FE is reached.
Results and Discussions:
The QOSOS algorithm is applied on different test cases of ELD problem and its performance has been compared to various algorithms available in the literature. This algorithm has been coded in Matlab 9. A 2.40 GHz core i3 computer has been used in order to execute the program. Table 2 .
Description of test systems:
Test system II:
A 40 unit system having a load demand of 10500 MW is considered here. The valve-point effect and transmission loss are also considered in this case. The input data are available in [28] . algorithms. Fuel price convergence curve for QOSOS and SOS is shown in Figure 3 . The best results of these methods are displayed in Table 3 . Mean, best and worst fuel costs obtained by QOSOS, SOS, ORCCRO [28] . BBO, DE/BBO over 50 try-out are displayed in Table 4 .
Test system III:
A 110 unit with a system demand of 15000 MW is considered here. The fuel price curve is quadratic in nature. The input data are available in [37] . The best result obtained by proposed QOSOS and SOS method are presented in Table 5 and Table 6 respectively. The fuel price convergence curve is presented in Fig 4. Mean, average and worst fuel price achieved by QOSOS, SOS, OIWO [37] , ORCCRO [28] , SAB [37] , SAF [37] , SA [37] , BBO [28] and DE/BBO [28] over 50 try-out are shown in Table 7 .
Test System IV:
Here, a 160-unit system with multiple fuel options is considered. The input data are available in [37] . The transmission loss has not been considered here. The system demand is 43200 MW.
The best result achieved by QOSOS and SOS method is mentioned in Table 8 and Table 9 respectively. The best, average and maximum fuel cost obtained from various methods like
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ORCCRO [28] , BBO [28] , DE/BBO [37] , ED-DE [37] , IGA-MU [37] , CGA-MU [37] OIWO [37] , SOS and proposed QOSOS method have been presented in Table 10 . The fuel price convergence curve for 160 generator system is shown in Fig 5. 
Parameter tunning:
To check the impact of jumping rate on QOSOS algorithm, four test systems have been taken and the program is executed for 50 individual trails for each system. The value of jumping rate has been varied from 0.1-0.9. The results obtained by QOSOS algorithm is shown in Table 11 . From this table, it is found that when the value of jumping rate is 0.4 then cost obtained by QOSOS algorithm is minimum for all systems. No changes are found when the value of jumping rate is above or below 0.4.
Comparative study:
Quality of solution:
In this paper, four test cases have been considered in order to investigate the solution quality of this proposed method. The best result achieved by QOSOS method is presented in Tables 1, 3 Therefore, it may be concluded that the performance of this QOSOS algorithm is better in terms of solution quality.
Robustness:
The performance of QOSOS algorithm is judged after running the program for 50 numbers of trials. Out of 50 trails, QOSOS hits the minimum solution 48 times for test system I, 50 times for test system II, 50 times for test system III and 48 times for test system IV.
Therefore, the success rate of QOSOS is 96 %, 100 %, 100 % and 96 % respectively. But in case of other technique like BBO the success rate is 88% for test system I, 82 % for test system 2, 82 % for test system III and 80 % for test system IV. 
Computational efficiency:
The main objective of OBL is to accelerate the convergence rate. Table 13 describes the statistical analysis of results obtained using QOSOS, SOS and ORCCRO algorithms. Table 12 shows that F-statistic (Chi-Square) value is 11.1000 and Q-statistic value is 6. From Table 13 , the F-statistic value is found to be 6 and Q -statistic value 12. Thus, in both the cases F-statistic value is greater than its corresponding critical chi-square value (7.82 for case 1 and 5.99 for case 2) and Qstatistic value is also greater than its critical value (3.86 for case 1 and 10.92 for case 2). It is also found that p-values obtained by Friedman test and Quade test are less than that at 5% significance level. This proves that the null hypothesis can be rejected, which signifies a considerable difference in performance between the algorithms. The average errors of various techniques are shown in Table 14 and Table 15 . The average errors have been calculated as follows:
1. The minimum value among all algorithms for each test system has been chosen.
2.
The minimum value has been subtracted from mean value obtained by each algorithm.
3. All algorithms (rank-wise) have been arranged depending upon the value of average error.
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Thus, depending on the average errors evaluated for different cases, the algorithms are ranked and the results are presented in Table 12 and Table 13 . From these tables, it is found that rank acquired by QOSOS algorithm is lowest which indicates better performance of QOSOS. Therefore, it may be concluded that in terms of quality solution the QOSOS algorithm gives better result as compared to other recently developed optimization techniques.
Conclusion:
In Table-5 Power output for test system III against minimum fuel price using QOSOS algorithm (PD=15000 MW) Table-6 Power output for test system III against minimum fuel price using SOS algorithm (PD=15000 MW) Table-7 Performance Analysis of different methods taken after 50 try-outs Table-8 Power output for test system IV against minimum fuel price using QOSOS algorithm (PD=43200MW) Table-9 Power output for test system IV against minimum fuel price using SOS algorithm (PD=43200MW) 
